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CALL 999/112
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ACTIVITY: COLD WATER IMPACT

BADGE 3

LEARNING OUTCOME:
I know that cold water will 
affect my ability to swim1

If I unexpectedly fall into cold water, I know to float on my back until the 
effect of cold water has passed, then call for help and raise my hand to draw 
attention or swim to safety if I’m able to do so
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RESOURCES 
REQUIRED
 Buckets (one per small 

group or pair)

 Cold water impact 
experiment write-up sheets

 Cold water impact slides 

 Pens/pencil, paper towels

 stopwatches 

LOW TECH OPTION
 Print outs of Cold water 

impact slides

 Print outs of Cold water 
impact experiment write up 
sheets

DELIVERY
• Ask children to suggest some of the responses they think their body would have if they fell into cold 

water (answers to encourage include: gasping, breathing quickly, increased heart rate and panic). 
Slide 3 outlines these responses, which include:

– Skin temperature dropping

– Heart rate increasing

– Blood pressure increasing

– Losing control of your breathing / inability to hold your breath for very long

– Muscles cool down, affecting movement and swimming ability

• Clarify that these are automatic responses which cannot be controlled.

This activity looks at how the body responds to cold water by asking children to participate in a practical 
experiment designed to measure the body’s responses to cold water immersion. 

This activity can be run with a class of children, each working in pairs or small groups or as a teacher-led activity 
with pupils nominated to participate. We recommend that teachers consult the RNLI risk assessment guidance 
before carrying out this activity. 

Pause points should be used during this activity to ensure that children understand some of the language used – such 
as instinct and airway. Tricky words and concepts can be displayed on the board during the session as a reminder.
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• Explain that anything below 15°C is classed as cold water and that the 
average UK and Ireland sea temperatures are just 12°C (although rivers 
such as the Thames are colder – even in the summer).

• Prepare small bowls of very cold water for the children to experiment 
with – the children will need to be able to lay their hand flat in the bowl 
and be submerged in the water. You may want to use iced water or use 
thermometers to create temperatures similar to those of average sea 
and river temperatures (see point above).

• Ask for a volunteer to come to the front of the room to demonstrate the 
cold water challenge. Ask the rest of the class to predict how long they 
think the child will be able to keep their hand in the water for. The child 
should place their hand in the cold water carefully. Use a stop watch to 
see how long the child is able to keep their hand in the water comfortably.

• It’s likely that the child won’t be able to keep their hand in the water for a 
long time. Once they have removed their hand ask them questions about the 
experience e.g. What did it feel like when your hand first entered the water? 
Was the temperature as warm/cold as you had expected? As your hand was 
in the water for longer what did you notice happening to your hand and arm?

• Send the children to the tables to repeat the experiment in small 
groups. Get them to predict how long they think they will be able 
to keep their hand in the water for. Children should write up the 
experiment with a simple diagram once they have finished.

• Bring the children together and have a short discussion about their 
findings. Was anything surprising? How do they think it would feel if 
their whole body was in very cold water? How do they think this might 
affect their swimming ability? 

• Now show the RNLI cold water shock video on slide 7.

• Conclude the session by reiterating the RNLI advice on how to respond 
if you enter the water unexpectedly (outlined on slide 8).
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TAKE A MINUTE  
Float for a couple of 

minutes or until you feel 
calm. Don’t try to swim 

straight away.

RELAX AND FLOAT   
on your back to catch your 

breath. Try to get hold 
of something that will 

help you float

KEEP CALM    
Then call for help 
or swim for safety 

if you can

IF YOU ENTER THE 
WATER UNEXPECTEDLY:

DIFFERENTIATION
To stretch children they can 
be encouraged to create an 
awareness poster about what 
to do if they fall into the water 
unexpectedly. They should 
use the guidance provided in 
the blue splashes within these 
teacher guidance notes.
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